Abstract. We relate a certain number-theoretic function occurring in a linear version of Ikeda's lifting map to local singular series polynomials.
Introduction
Let k and n be positive integers with k ≡ n (mod 2). In his famous paper [1] , T. Ikeda associated to a cuspidal Hecke eigenform f of weight 2k on Γ 1 := SL 2 (Z) a cuspidal Hecke eigenform F of weight k + n on the Siegel modular group Γ 2n := Sp 2n (Z) of genus 2n. If n = 1, Ikeda's lifting coincides with the classical Saito-Kurokawa lift.
Let T be a positive definite symmetric half-integral matrix of size 2n and let Recall that the T -th Fourier coefficient of F -apart from the |D T,0 |-th Fourier coefficient of a half-integral weight modular form-involves a product p|f TF p (T ; α p ), whereF p (T ; X) is a certain Laurent polynomial which essentially describes the "non-trivial" part of the local singular series polynomial of T at p. Moreover, α p is the Satake parameter of the local component π p of the automorphic cuspidal representation π = p π p associated to f .
According to an important result of Katsurada [2] , the polynomialF p (T ; X) is symmetric, i.e., is invariant under X → X −1 , and of degree p := ord p f T (i.e. X pF p (T ; X) is a polynomial of degree 2 p ). Moreover, there are certain recursion formulas that allow us to computeF p (T ; X) (knowing all the local p-invariants of T ) in an explicit, though not quite simple way [2, sect. 4] .
In [5] , a linear version of Ikeda's lifting map was given as a map from the "plus" space S + k+1/2 of cusp forms of weight k + 1/2 and level 4 [4] to the space S k+n (Γ 2n ) of cusp forms of weight k + n on Γ 2n . Here in the expression for the T -th Fourier coefficient of a lifted form, a certain somewhat mysterious, multiplicative integervalued function φ(a; T ) enters, defined for a|f T . Its definition is complicated and involves a certain sum over the finitely many classes of matrices
is half-integral, modulo the action of GL 2n (Z) by left-multiplication. Here we use the notation A[B] := B AB for matrices A and B of appropriate sizes. It seems quite difficult to compute φ(a; T ) explicitly from its definition, in general, and so far no more explicit and simpler expressions for φ(a; T ) (except in the case n = 1) have been given in the literature.
The purpose of this paper is to relate φ(p j ; T ) (0 ≤ j ≤ p ) in an explicit and simple way toF p (T ; X). In fact, we will show that the latter are essentially the coefficients ofF p (T ; X) in a special basis of the space of symmetric Laurent polynomials of degree ≤ p . In combination with the results of [2] , this may lead to explicit expressions for φ(p j ; T ) (0 ≤ j ≤ p ). In the proof of our result several calculations and arguments given in [5] , especially certain formulas for the Fourier coefficients of Siegel-Eisenstein series, play an important role.
Local singular series
Let T be a positive definite symmetric half-integral matrix of size 2n. If p is a prime, then the singular series attached to T and p is defined as
where R runs over all symmetric (2n, 2n)-matrices with entries in Q p /Z p and ν p (R) is a power of p equal to the product of denominators of elementary divisors of R. Furthermore, for x ∈ Q p we have put e p (x) := e 2πix where x denotes the fractional part of x.
As is well-known, b p (T ; s) is a product of two polynomials in p −s with coefficients in Z. More precisely, put
where F p (T ; X) is a certain integral polynomial with constant term equal to 1. If we putF
Ikeda's lifting map
Let f be a normalized Hecke eigenform of weight 2k on Γ 1 . For a prime p we denote by {α p , α Then Ikeda's main result [1] is that
is a Hecke eigenform in S k+n (Γ 2n ). Here Z is the Siegel upper half-space of genus 2n and T runs over all positive definite symmertic half-integral matric es of size 2n. We define the function φ(a; T ) (a|f T ) as follows [5] . First, for a prime p and an integer j ≥ 0 define ρ T (p j ) as the coefficient of X j in (1 − X 2 )H n,p (T ; X) where H n,p (T ; X) is the "Kitaoka's polynomial" [3] , a certain integral polynomial depending on the local p-invariants of T (for a precise definition we refer, e.g., to (6), sect. 3 in [5] ).
We extend the function ρ T multiplicatively to the whole of N by defining
Finally, for a ∈ N with a|f T we set
Here
where GL 2n (Z) operates by left-multiplication. It follows from the definitions that φ(a; T ) is an integer and a → φ(a; T ) is multiplicative (cf., e.g., Remarks (ii)) after the Corollary to Theorem 1 in [5] ). The main result of [5] then states that the T -th Fourier coefficient of the Ikeda lift F of f is given by
As a consequence, (1) defines a linear map from S + k+1/2 to S k+n (Γ 2n ) which on Hecke eigenforms coincides with Ikeda's lift.
Main result and proof
For a non-negative integer we denote by V the ( + 1)-dimensional complex vector space of symmetric Laurent polynomials 
